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We are surrounded by millions of cameras in our everyday life, and many of these networked cameras capture and analyze
sensitive personal data. There do exist a few, partial approaches towards security and privacy protection in camera networks,
but systematically establishing a secure and privacy-preserving camera network is still an open research question. Smart
cameras may overcome these limitations; they perform substantial image processing onboard delivering only features of the
observed scene and collaborate to solve some problems of centralized or single-camera systems.
In this talk I will introduce smart cameras and give an overview of key security topics for smart camera networks. In the ﬁrst
part, I will focus on the development of embedded trustworthy smart camera platforms that exploit hardware-based
cryptographic functions to provide security guarantees for streamed videos and data. These security-enabled camera platforms
perform “cartooning” onboard which protects the identities of the captures persons but still allows behavior recognition. In
the second part, I will demonstrate how a network of smart cameras is self-organized by learning effective control strategies
at each camera node.
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